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Abstract

Infants learn actively in their environments, shaping their own
learning curricula. They learn about their environments’ affor-
dances, that is, how local circumstances determine how their
behavior can affect the environment. Here we model this type
of behavior by means of a deep learning architecture. The ar-
chitecture mediates between global cognitive map exploration
and local affordance learning. Inference processes actively
move the simulated agent towards regions where they expect
affordance-related knowledge gain. We contrast three mea-
sures of uncertainty to guide this exploration: predicted un-
certainty of a model, standard deviation between the means
of several models (SD), and the Jensen-Shannon Divergence
(JSD) between several models. We show that the first mea-
sure gets fooled by aleatoric uncertainty inherent in the envi-
ronment, while the two other measures focus learning on epis-
temic uncertainty. JSD exhibits the most balanced exploration
strategy. From a computational perspective, our model sug-
gests three key ingredients for coordinating the active genera-
tion of learning curricula: (1) Navigation behavior needs to be
coordinated with local motor behavior for enabling active af-
fordance learning. (2) Affordances need to be encoded locally
for acquiring generalized knowledge. (3) Effective active af-
fordance learning mechanisms should use density comparison
techniques for estimating expected knowledge gain. Future
work may seek collaborations with developmental psychology
to model active play in children in more realistic scenarios.

Keywords: affordances; exploration; epistemic; aleatoric; un-
certainty; neural networks

Introduction
Humans learn internal models of their environment in order to
interact with it in a flexible, adaptive, and context-dependent
manner (Butz & Kutter, 2016). Which models are suitable at
a certain point in time depends on the current state of the envi-
ronment: In order to be able to prepare a cup of tea, both a cup
and tea must be available and within reach (Kuperberg, 2021).
This observation is captured by the psychological concept
of affordances as introduced by Gibson: affordances encode
which behaviors are possible in a given world state (Gibson,
1986). While it may be said that, on the level of motor com-
mands, any bodily action is executable at any point in time,
its outcome clearly depends on the current context. For exam-
ple, in the absence of a cup and tea, ‘preparing a cup of tea’
actions will at best result in pantomime. Therefore, we define
affordances—slightly more general than Gibson (1986)—as
any factors in the environment that locally influence the out-
come or success of an agent’s actions, that is, that afford par-
ticular interactions and prohibit others.

But what if an agent wants to learn how to prepare a cup of
tea in a situation where neither is in reach? In order to actively
search for a location where critical preconditions are met, an
allocentric map that relates coordinates to locally available
affordances is needed. Such a map enables an agent to search
in allocentric space where to satisfy its personal motivations.
While learning, it can use the map to actively explore affor-
dances by maximizing expected information gain. By focus-
ing on aspects that can be learned and disregarding aspects
that cannot be learned, we emulate curiosity and boredom,
and thereby let the agent create its own learning curriculum
(Smith, Jayaraman, Clerkin, & Yu, 2018).

Neuroscientific evidence suggests that the brain indeed
learns such cognitive maps. It was shown that such maps
enable not only the navigation in allocentric, world-centered
spaces but also the instantiation of local circumstances for
reasoning and planning as well as for reflecting on the past
and imagining potential futures (Bottini & Doeller, 2020;
Buckner & Carroll, 2007; Tolman, 1948; O’Keefe & Nadel,
1978). To date it remains unclear, though, how such dual-
use maps may be learned. Here we assume the availability of
an allocentric cognitive map for navigation and for providing
sensory cues about local circumstances. We fully focus on
studying how to navigate the environment to effectively learn
about the affordances the environment offers.

We showcase our reasoning in an artificial world with a
simulated agent. The agent perceives its environment via sen-
sors and is able to imagine navigating it utilizing the provided
cognitive map. The environment it lives in is confined by bor-
ders and contains terrains that influence the behavioral dy-
namics of the agent in distinct manners: obstacles block the
passage; force fields accelerate the agent in a certain direc-
tion; fog fields corrupt the sensory signals with noise, mim-
icking an aleatoric uncertainty region. Our study shows how
navigation behavior may target affordance-respective knowl-
edge gain, that affordances should be encoded egocentrically,
and that expected knowledge gain may best be computed by
means of information-theoretic belief density comparisons.

Background
The problem setting we are concerned with can be described
as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), where an agent re-
ceives observations from an environment and, based on that,
executes actions that presumably lead to a desired state.
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To this end, world models that encode visual information
for planning were introduced before. Ha and Schmidhuber
trained a vision model to produce codes that aid a controller
in action selection (Ha & Schmidhuber, 2018). Since their
vision model was trained as an autoencoder, though, it did
not specifically produce codes that facilitate the controller’s
performance. Therefore, we do not regard the outputs of their
vision model as affordance codes: They do not necessarily
extract behavior-relevant information, but are produced to re-
construct the visual input. Qi, Mullapudi, Gupta, and Ra-
manan went one step further by training a neural network
to encode behavior-relevant information (Qi et al., 2020).
An agent was put into an environment to gather information
about regions of harm and no harm. The experiences were
backpropagated onto the input of the visual system, produc-
ing affordance maps. Subsequently, they trained a convolu-
tional neural network to generate these maps from the visual
input. Therefore, the architecture was not trained in an end-
to-end fashion. As a result, the codes produced by the neu-
ral network were not optimized for behavioral control, which
was anyway performed by a hard-coded A* algorithm.

In contrast to these studies, our work focuses on learning
and exploration of a mapping from positions to affordances
while a fixed, allocentric world model is provided, namely
the world itself. This is in line with Epstein, Aroor, Evanusa,
Sklar, and Parsons (2015), where the authors present an ar-
chitecture that learns actual spatial affordances for navigation
(Epstein et al., 2015). Their space of affordances, however, is
limited to three predefined affordances specifically designed
for navigation. Similarly, their action selection algorithm is
based on handcrafted advisors and does not plan into the fu-
ture.

Affordance architecture
The first end-to-end trained affordance architecture that pro-
duces codes that are explicitly optimized for behavioral con-
trol was introduced in Scholz, Gumbsch, Otte, and Butz
(2022). In this case, the world model consists of a look-up
map ω, an affordance model aM , and a transition model tM
(see Figure 1). Given a position pt in time step t, the hard-
coded look-up map ω produces a sensory representation vt
of the environment at that position. The affordance model is
a convolutional neural network (CNN) that computes a con-
text code ct based on vt . The transition model tM—a multi-
layer perceptron (MLP)—utilizes ct as an additional input to
predict the parameters of a probability distribution over posi-
tional changes (µ∆p̃t+1 ,σ∆p̃t+1) given the last change in posi-
tion ∆pt and the executed action at .

Given sequences of position and action pairs, the model
is trained end-to-end via backpropagation through time. The
loss is given by the negative log-likelihood of the observed
change in position ∆pt+1 in the predicted distribution. This
way, the affordance model aM tends to produce context codes
ct that facilitate accurate predictions by the transition model
tM . The motor commands for data generation were selected
randomly with a bias towards maintaining the same motor

command for a few time steps. We select a bias that ensures
a comprehensive coverage of the environment, emulating an
approximately uniformly distributed exploration with regards
to positions.

Given a state and a policy, i.e., a sequence of actions, the
world model enables the agent to imagine how the interaction
with its environment unfolds over time. In order to predict
multiple time steps into the future, the predicted mean of the
positional change is fed back into the model as the observed
change in position. The agent then probes the look-up map
ω with the anticipated position, allowing it to probe the en-
vironment for local sensory representations. We employ the
cross-entropy method (Rubinstein, 1999), an evolutionary op-
timization algorithm, to infer the behavior that is expected to
maximize reward and perform goal-directed control.

Exploration
The model was trained on previously generated sequences of
observation and action pairs. As mentioned before, a heuristic
was used that led to sequences which covered the whole envi-
ronment. During the development of this heuristic it became
apparent that it’s exact implementation heavily influences the
model’s final performance and how fast it was able to learn.
Suboptimal heuristics lead to the agent getting stuck in cor-
ners, thereby neglecting other parts of the environment.

We conclude that it would be helpful for the agent to ac-
tively explore its environment based on estimates of potential
information gain. The agent should realize where its model is
not able to generate accurate predictions and should thus ex-
plore those areas to improve its knowledge. The affordance
maps from above allow it to plan considering environmental
circumstances, thus enabling it to focus on affordance learn-
ing. To the best of our knowledge, such affordance-driven
learning has not been explored before.

Active exploration can be guided by uncertainty, because
reducing uncertainty translates into a more accurate world
model. The mechanism should choose actions that produce
high uncertainty in order to learn their effects in the cur-
rent context and reduce uncertainty in the long run. Usu-
ally, not all uncertainty can be reduced though. As is often
done in the machine learning community, we distinguish be-
tween two kinds of uncertainty: epistemic and aleatoric un-
certainty (Der Kiureghian & Ditlevsen, 2009; Hüllermeier &
Waegeman, 2021). Epistemic uncertainty is inherent in the
model. It arises due to incompleteness or inaccuracy and can
often be reduced by learning. In contrast, aleatoric uncer-
tainty is inherent in the environment and cannot be reduced
by learning. An example is the casting of a die, the out-
come of which is practically unpredictable. To learn affor-
dances quickly, the exploration mechanism should disregard
aleatoric uncertainty, as there is nothing to be learned from
it. Instead, it should choose actions that lead to high epis-
temic uncertainty. In this way, the agent will choose actions
that have the highest learning potential. It is thus necessary to
distinguish between aleatoric and epistemic uncertainties, to
enable the active exploration of epistemic uncertainty while
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Figure 1: The overall architecture. The look-up map ω provides visual representations vt of the environment at positions pt .
The affordance model aM translates these representations into context codes ct , which are utilized by the transition model tM
for the generation of predictions in the form of expected positional changes (µ∆ p̃t+1 ,σ∆ p̃t+1). During training, the negative
log-likelihood loss between predicted and observed ∆pt+1 observations is backpropagated to tM (red arrows) and further to aM
(orange arrows), training both subcomponents end-to-end. During control, potential behavioral interactions are evaluated via a
reward function that combines estimates of epistemic knowledge gain with estimates of goal state proximity. In this paper we
fully focus on affordance learning and thus on epistemic knowledge gain.

avoiding aleatoric uncertainty (Vlastelica, Blaes, Pinneri, &
Martius, 2021).

Methods
The environment of our MDP is a 2-dimensional physics-
based simulation. The agent is represented by a circular, inert
vehicle that is able to glide around by sending motor com-
mands to its four rocket jets, which cause accelerations in four
diagonal directions. Observations consist of the last change
in position ∆pt and a visual representation of the environment
vt at the currently considered position pt . Actions determine
to which extent the four jets are activated. Their activities
directly translate into accelerations.

In Scholz et al., 2022, the visual representation was given
by a low-resolution image centered around the given position.
Due to the discrete nature of pixels, this approach introduced
uncertainty: the agent was not able to know exactly where,
e.g., the borders of the environment were. Therefore, in this
work, the visual representation is given by distances to sur-
rounding entities in eight directions. Accordingly, we replace
the CNN in the affordance model with an MLP.

All hyperparameters were optimized empirically, which
led to the following configuration. The affordance model
aM is given by two linear layers with hidden sizes 64 and
32 and followed by ReLU activation functions. Its output,
representing affordance codes, is produced by a linear layer
that maps onto size 5 with the tanh activation function. The
transition model tM consists of a linear layer that maps onto
size 64, followed by a ReLU activation function, followed by
two parallel linear layers, one for predicting µ∆ p̃t+1 without
an activation function and one for predicting σ∆ p̃t+1 with the
exponential activation function. We use Adam as our opti-
mizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014). For each experiment, we train
5 different model instances based on different weight initial-
izations.

The environment is confined by borders and contains ob-

stacles, both of which block the way. Other terrains in the
environment locally alter the sensorimotor dynamics of the
vehicle. Force fields accelerate the agent to the left or to the
right and fog fields corrupt the observed position by Gaus-
sian noise. Borders, obstacles, and force fields produce affor-
dances that can be learned by the agent, resulting in epistemic
uncertainty until they are learned. The uncertainty produced
by fog fields cannot be reduced by learning and is therefore
an instance of aleatoric uncertainty. We use two different en-
vironments in our experiments, one for training and one for
validation (see Figure 2).

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Environments used in our experiments. A small
circular agent (black) navigates its environment using four
diagonally attached rocket jets (orange). Fog fields are de-
picted in gray, obstacles in black. Force fields accelerate the
agent to the right and left in green and yellow, respectively;
(a) depicts the environment used during training and (b) de-
picts the environment used during validation. When focusing
on affordance learning, we evaluate the model’s performance
only while the agent is within the red rectangle.

Uncertainty estimation

As shown in Figure 1, a single model instance predicts the
parameters of a normal distribution P = N (µ,σ2) over po-
sitional changes. This way, the model performs uncertainty
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estimation. However, it cannot distinguish between epis-
temic and aleatoric uncertainty. In order to be able to effi-
ciently guide exploration towards learnable interactions, the
two types need to be disentangled. We achieve this with en-
sembles of i models that predict probability distributions Pi.
Since perfect models produce matching predictions, a mea-
surement of an ensemble’s members’ disagreement can act as
a proxy for epistemic uncertainty. We investigate the follow-
ing uncertainty measures:

• Aleatoric uncertainty as the mean of the predicted standard
deviations AU = µ(σ)

• Epistemic uncertainty as the standard deviation of the pre-
dicted means EUSD = σ(µ)

• Epistemic uncertainty as the Jensen-Shannon divergence
between predicted distributions EUJSD = 1

n ∑i DKL(Pi||M),

where M = 1
n ∑i Pi and DKL denotes the Kullback-Leibler

divergence

Using one of these uncertainty measures as the objective
function during action selection allows the agent to perform
exploration. The difference between EUSD and EUJSD is
that the former does not consider the disagreement in pre-
dicted standard deviations. In contrast, JSD takes into ac-
count full distributions by extending the Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence to potentially more than two distributions. The JSD
possesses additional advantageous properties, namely being
bounded and symmetric for all distributions (Briët & Har-
remoës, 2009). Therefore, we anticipate EUJSD to provide the
most precise measurements of epistemic uncertainty, leading
to faster and more accurate affordance learning.

The training data is initialized with randomly generated se-
quences of observation and action pairs as in Scholz et al.
(2022). If an uncertainty-based exploration mechanism is em-
ployed, we gradually replace a subset of the training data af-
ter each epoch by new sequences. These new sequences are
generated by the agent itself via goal-directed control, based
on behavior that is expected to maximize one of the above
uncertainty measures. Validation is performed on a dataset
that is generated with the same heuristic as the training data
is initialized with.

Experiments
We first investigate how globally vs locally informative sen-
sory information results in different generalization capabil-
ities. Subsequently, we compare the different uncertainty
measures with regards to their suitability for affordance learn-
ing.

Globally vs locally informative sensory information
The affordance model aM allows the agent to perceive its en-
vironment. As input it receives distances to the nearest obsta-
cle or terrain in each of eight directions. In our initial experi-
ment, we compare an agent’s affordance learning capabilities

0 100 200 300 400 500

Epochs

−9

−8

−7

−6

−5

N
L

L

Allocentric

Egocentric

Training Losses

Figure 3: Losses for globally vs locally informative sensory
information aggregated over 5 seeds. Shaded areas indicate
standard deviations. Solid lines represent validation losses,
dashed lines show training losses. The agent performs signif-
icantly better in the validation environment if equipped with
distance sensors that are limited in range. With distance sen-
sors that are not limited, slight overfitting is observed.

with globally informative sensory information vs locally in-
formative sensory information. In the latter case, the distance
sensors are limited in range, such that the agent is not able to
perceive obstacles or terrains that are further away than a cer-
tain threshold. We choose the threshold such that the agent is
always able to perceive obstacles or terrains that could influ-
ence its dynamics in the next time step. Globally informative
sensory information is generated by sensors that are not lim-
ited in range. Here, the perceived distances to the borders en-
code the current position of the agent in the environment. For
both bases, five model instances with differently initialized
weights are trained on randomly generated sequences with-
out any exploration taking place.

Results We find that the model generalizes significantly
better to the validation environment if equipped with locally
informative sensory information (see Figure 3). Globally in-
formative sensory information allows the agent to learn the
environment “by heart”, relating absolute coordinates to af-
fordances, and thereby harming generalization capabilities:
The trained agent expects the obstacles and terrains to al-
ways be at certain absolute positions, an instance of overfit-
ting. With locally informative sensory information, however,
the agent is able to learn only egocentrically encoded knowl-
edge. This kind of knowledge is applicable anywhere in the
environment where the learned egocentric code applies. This
is the case in our validation environment, where the obsta-
cles and terrains have the same effects on the agent but are
positioned differently in the environment.

In order to gain an understanding of the model’s inner
workings, we visualize the produced affordance codes as
maps. To do so, we probe the environment at regularly dis-
tributed positions and feed the corresponding visual represen-
tations vt into the affordance model. A principal component
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Affordance maps of an environment with four ob-
stacles generated by a model with (a) globally informative
sensory information vs (b) locally informative sensory infor-
mation. The maps are produced by feeding visual represen-
tations of the environment at regularly distributed positions
into the affordance model and mapping the produced context
code onto RGB space via principal component analysis. True
affordance maps, i.e., mappings from perceptual information
to local behavioral constraints, only emerge in the latter case.
Note how the obstacle’s edges present the same local con-
straints as the borders, thus the matching borders show iden-
tical colors.

analysis reduces the dimensionality from 5 to 3, allowing us
to visualize the encoded affordances by RGB values. These
affordance maps represent local behavioral possibilities, such
as whether it is possible to move to the right. Figure 4 shows
the effects of the large-range distance sensors in a test envi-
ronment with four obstacles: While globally informative sen-
sory information yields distorted affordance maps, the more
local sensory signals indicate great generalization abilities.

We have thus shown that it is rather advantageous to en-
code affordances in a local, egocentric manner. Therefore we
use locally informative sensory information in the following
experiments.

Uncertainty-guided exploration
We now investigate how affordances can be explored more
efficiently, focusing on locally informative sensory informa-
tion only. Here, the agent replaces the 5% oldest training se-
quences with new sequences that are generated by the explo-
ration mechanism in each epoch. We compare the different
uncertainty measures AU,EUSD, and EUJSD. The uncertainty
measures are used as the objective that is to be maximized by
the behavior inference mechanism. We always compare per-
formances to the random behavioral policy, where the agent
is not able to explore its environment in an active manner but
is trained on a static training set. We evaluate each condition
using 5 different seeds, with each seed generating an ensem-
ble of size 5.

Results First, we examine the velocities the agent exhibits
for the different cases defined as the distance traveled be-
tween two consecutive time steps (see Figure 5). We find that
the agent produces significantly higher velocities if no active
exploration takes place, i.e., in the random condition. This
poses a disadvantage for the other cases as high velocities

Figure 5: Boxplots of the velocities the agent exhibits dur-
ing training with the different exploration mechanisms, taken
over all epochs across the entire environment. No uncertainty
estimate produces velocities as high as the random heuristic.
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Figure 6: Losses for uncertainty-guided exploration aggre-
gated over 5 seeds in the adapted, affordance-focussed valida-
tion set. Shaded areas indicate standard deviations. The best
performance is achieved if the agent explores its environment
based on the EUJSD uncertainty measure. It also allows the
agent to learn affordances the quickest.

that would be present in the validation data are never encoun-
tered during training. We therefore modify the validation set
by adjusting the heuristic to produce lower velocities. Fur-
ther, we focus on learnable affordances rather than on areas
with high sensory uncertainty by restricting the validation set
to data points where the agent is within the red rectangle in
Figure 2.

The validation loss on the modified and restricted val-
idation set is shown in Figure 6. An agent that fo-
cuses on aleatoric uncertainty during exploration indeed per-
forms worst when confronted with the learnable affordances.
EUJSD-based behavioral inference learns the fastest and pro-
duces the lowest validation loss overall.

We also monitor the agent’s positions and generate
heatmaps to see which parts of the environment the agent ex-
plores the most with the different uncertainty estimates (see
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Figure 7). Training based on sequences generated by the ran-
dom heuristic results in relatively uniform coverage of the
environment by design. We find that, of all approaches, ex-
ploration based on aleatoric uncertainty leads to the agent ex-
ploring the fog field the most. With EUSD, the agent is more
focused on other affordances than the fog, partially avoid-
ing regions of high aleatoric uncertainty. The most profound
effect, however, can be seen when EUJSD is employed: the
agent avoids the fog field to the greatest extent while explor-
ing the rest of the environment relatively uniformly. We con-
clude that EUJSD is the most suitable uncertainty measures
for quick and accurate affordance learning.

Discussion
This study investigated how an agent can learn affordances
in a quick and accurate manner. An artificial agent was put
into a simulated environment and equipped with a cognitive
map, which maps positions to sensory signals. The agent
learned a predictive world model in the form of a neural net-
work, predicting action consequences conditioned on local
sensory information. The agent explored its environment and
learned about affordances that inform it about environmental
aspects that locally influence its behavior. Our results indi-
cate that cognitive agents that actively learn about affordances
should integrate three key ingredients in this process. First,
search for novel affordances should be pursued within world-
centered cognitive maps, which allow the activation of local
views at particular positions within the map. Second, the
learning of affordances should focus on local, body-relative
sensory encodings. Third, divergence measures between a
small collection of model-predictive densities are best-suited
to identify regions that support further model learning.

We found that locality of perception is an important ingre-
dient to allow for generalization, which is in accordance with
the literature (Epstein et al., 2015). If sensors are too globally
informative, then local, generalizable affordances are hard to
learn. This is similar to infants which are born with low vi-
sual acuity (Smith et al., 2018), which may indeed be helpful
to learn about global outlines and otherwise focus on local
visual information, such as faces, hands, and objects. Note
that locality does not necessarily need to be in space, but
could also be in time or respective other conceptual spaces
(Gärdenfors, 2014).

The learned affordances can be depicted by relating po-
sitions in the environment to affordance codes. The result-
ing affordance maps are related to cognitive maps and are
possibly related to what the hippocampus is partially doing.
Cognitive maps in the hippocampus appear to be essential
for pursuing successful navigation and other environment-
centered tasks. Meanwhile, the strong interconnectivity with
neocortical areas indicates that particular local codes in the
hippocampus may trigger views onto the local surrounding
(Mallot, Roehrich, & Hardiess, 2014; Röhrich, Hardiess, &
Mallot, 2014). Moreover, the mapping between allocentric
positions and egocentric perceptions is probably mediated be-

(a) Random heuristic (b) Aleatoric AU

(c) Epistemic EUSD (d) Epistemic EUJSD

Figure 7: Positional heatmaps based on all sequences the
agent sees in the corresponding conditions during training.
(a) The random heuristic sees all locations in an approxi-
mately uniformly distributed manner. As the training set does
not change over the course of training, the heatmap is less
dense. (b-d) When actively exploring the environment via
the different uncertainty-based exploration strategies, the heat
maps indicate most attractive sub-regions.

tween the hippocampal loop and the rest of the default mode
network (Bottini & Doeller, 2020; Buckner, Andrews-Hanna,
& Schacter, 2008; Zacks, 2020; Stawarczyk, Bezdek, & Za-
cks, 2021). It is this mapping that our agents explored and
learned in this study.

In the future, we plan to extend our work to other problems,
which do not necessarily need to be based on spatial naviga-
tion, such as when following a construction plan for build-
ing furniture from individual parts. Moreover, affordances
should be directly based on objects, besides local circum-
stances, such as a kettle for boiling water for tea. With re-
gards to developmental psychology, further explorations with
respect to curriculum generation (Smith et al., 2018) might
be interesting: How do children generate their curriculum in
comparison to our approaches? How do they decide which
experiences should never be forgotten, such as touching a hot-
plate? The way we replace sequences in the training set can
certainly be improved. The challenge is to create a good set
of training data and at the same time avoid forgetting of im-
portant experiences. Even though we did not observe catas-
trophic forgetting in the above experiments, it would be inter-
esting to examine whether the learning process exhibits self-
stabilizing behavior if disturbed by impactful experiences. In
all of these cases, our study suggests that it will be advan-
tageous to have local information available and to actively
explore objects, entities, and locations in an epistemically-
driven, active manner.
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